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Summary

Class 1-A is scheduled for a class with an underground hero whose quirk sends them to a dark alternate reality so they can face their demons. Will they succumb to their darkness and what secrets will be discovered, or will they die trying?

Notes

Hey guys hope you enjoy this story and if some stuff does sound similar to Nevermore by AscendedGrace, FrenchScreaming, Frostbitex44, MoonbornChild, Plantsandpaints, and Pyrothesis, I got the idea for my story reading it and would highly recommend it as an amazing story, but if some things do sound similar please tell me and I will edit it so that it's not too similar I don't mean to copy ideas.
See the end of the work for more notes.
He could feel himself falling, feeling like it had been hours when it was only minutes and only the sound of rushing wind in his ears. Finally, the fall was broken by his body hitting the water, sinking a little before he was carried out by someone who felt warm and cold.

"you were the child I saved that night but I… I thought…?" Izuku smiled 'It's ok sensei everyone assumes one thing or the other."

Horns grew in a tight spiral, black leather wing shot out from their back, and a tail protruded from their tailbone. Pained cries left their mouth as the quirk was allowed to fully form for the first time in 5 years.

"I watched you, made sure to leave medicine for you and your sister, took pictures, I have all the information to send that bastard away for years."

"Do you know what it's like to grow up being the child of a villain that wants nothing more than to be a hero?" they were crying, 'It's like everyone knows, and they try to push you down try to make you out to be exactly like them. It's torture!"

The class watched as the words useless, weak, pathetic, disgrace, echoed throughout the area around them none had dry eyes. To know that their classmates had suffered like this was...

Unacceptable.
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Chapter Summary

The beginning? or the end? will friendships last through the struggles ahead or will the secrets tear everyone apart?
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Izuku walked into the special class that was scheduled for class 1-A for today. It was labeled as Mind Analysis taught by Yami Rerumu otherwise known by her hero name Dark Dream. He didn't like her and really didn't want his class going into her dark realm. He'd heard rumors that her quirk killed some of the people that went in and some returned as vegetables. He settled into one of the bean bags that were scattered around the room and Todoroki sat beside him.

"This class seems like it's going to be interesting, isn't it?" Todoroki asked as he watched Kaminari and Sero mess around, "I really don't like the fact that she's going to be using her quirk on us so many things could go wrong" Izuku descended into muttering about all the things that could go wrong. Todoroki smiled (probably couldn't tell by looking, it was just a quirk of the lips) not bothering to stop his friend cause it seemed to be calming him down, Shouto noticed that he seemed nervous.

"Hey everything's going to be all right we have our teachers going in with us so nothing should go wrong." Izuku and Shouto look towards the four teachers conversing in the corner, Aizawa-Sensei looked like he was trying not to punch Rerumu-Sensei, Yamada-sensei looked concerned and All Might looked like someone spoiled a good game.

"I don't know I just have a really bad feeling about today like everything is going to go wrong," Izuku said as the teachers seemed to come to an agreement and called the class to attention. "All preparations have been made and if everyone could get comfortable Rerumu-sensei will be sending us to her dark realm in a few moments." Rerumu-sensei smiled brightly at the class and walked forward.

"so I'm going to send Aizawa and Yamada in first so they can brief you when you get there and All Might will go in after everyone else. Understood?" the class nodded and Rerumu-sensei walked
towards the group closest to her and proceeded to send everyone to her dark realm. She slowly made her way through the line until she reached Izuku. She smiled eerily at him as she looked into his eyes and everything went dark.

He could feel himself falling, feeling like it had been hours when it was only minutes and only the sound of rushing wind in his ears. Finally, the fall was broken by his body hitting the water, sinking a little before he was carried out by someone who felt warm and cold.

But something didn't feel right, his body was heavy. 'ah this must be a side effect of coming to the dark realm a second time... I wonder if He's ok?' Izuku thought as he was carried towards the sound of the others. He could hear them asking if they were ok. 'that must mean I was right it affected us both...' the teacher sounded concerned when they wouldn't wake but squeezed they hand that was near his to show that he was aware and slowly coming to.
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The class stood around the two teens that seemed to be coming around. The teachers were concerned at why these two were affected and not the others but had to wait until they woke up to ask. It took roughly 10 minutes for them to come to fully, Todoroki helping Midoriya sit up and Kirishima helping Bakugo sit up. "Midoriya do you have any idea as to why you and Bakugo blacked out upon coming to the dark realm?" Izuku winced and shifted his gaze to Bakugo who was telling Kirishima to stop fussing and that he was fine. "ahhh that's a bit hard to explain Aizawa-sensei." Aizawa just stared at the problem child and sighed. "the only thing I'm going to say is that we need to be extremely careful as we go through this realm..." Izuku warned his teachers.

Aizawa-sensei, All Might, and Yamada-sensei shared a look and they turned toward Midoriya "how do you know so much about this realm?" Izuku just stared at them and said: "we should get moving or the Darklings will come to us and I don't think we want that." Yamada-sensei looked concerned but didn't push seeing as Izuku wasn't answering their questions. Izuku finally took a look around and saw that they were in a bare room with walls of cracked concrete. "this doesn't look like it's a darkling's area so we should go outside and find one..." Izuku stood up "hopefully they haven't grouped up because if they did it's going to be bad for us."

All might walked out of the room leading everyone and Aizawa-sensei and Yamada-sensei took the rear of the group as they left the seemingly abandoned broken building. What they didn't notice was a shadow moving across the wall just behind the group silently. After exiting the building they got their first look at the Dark Realm. "whoaa!!" Ashido gasped "I wasn't expecting it to be like this..."

This, being a wide open area with dark cloudy skies and black cracked paths leading in multiple directions just in front of the building they left. "hey look there's a sign!" Kaminari yelled and ran towards it with the teachers watching closely. "that's freaky, there's nothing written on it?" Izuku ran over and looked at the sign that seemed to have various symbols on it. "what do these symbols mean?" Izuku sighed in relief when he couldn't find a symbol that he recognized "they are the symbols that represent each darkling." Izuku explained

"see this one?" pointing to one that looked like a piece of candy, "I think that means that Sato's darkling is that way.." everyone looked to where Izuku was pointing. The looming forest in the distance seemed menacing "what about the others?" the sign had three other symbols in it. "the engine is most likely Iida's, the headphones is probably Jiro's, and the tape should be self-explanatory." Kaminari looked towards his best friend and crush and nodded.

Walking back to the class Izuku states "so we have Sato's darkling somewhere near that forest, Iida's darkling over those hills, Jiro's darkling is over towards that lake, and Sero's is probably in
the building right there." pointing towards the building that was 100 feet past the building the left and on the path that leads to the lake. "I think we should head towards Sero's and then Jiro's." Aizawa nodded in agreement and sighed "well you two are you ready to face your Darklings?" Sero and Jiro looked nervous but nodded. The class headed down the path resolutely chatting quietly about what they thought their Darklings would be like.

"they're making this out to be some sort of game. They don't realize that people can die in here' Izuku thought as he walked beside Todoroki "are you ok Midoriya?" Izuku turned towards Todoroki "not really, I don't want to be in here and I want us to all survive this shit show!" heads turned at the sound of Izuku swearing "language shitty Deku!" Bakugo yelled, "is anyone else hearing this?" Ashido yelled and the Bakusquad laughed. The three teachers sighed 'this is going to be a nightmare' Aizawa thought.
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Far off in the distance from class 1-A, another group stood discussing what was going on.

"when do you think they're going to get to my area?" a boy with sharp appendages asked

"I can't wait to tear them to pieces." replied a boy with a long scarf trailing down from where it was tucked around his face

"why must you be so bloodthirsty?" an ordinary voice asked

"can you all shut up? "They all turned to who spoke, this darkling had bruises all over what skin could be seen. He stared at all of the ones present.

"We know that they're headed for Jiro first. We need to keep them from killing us. Any ideas?"

The others looked around,

"hey has anyone seen blondie and broccoli anywhere?" asked a girl with horns and pale white skin

"no but they've been acting weird ever since we showed up." said a boy with black hair
"I think Deku's getting his area ready, cause he said it was going to take a while." the girl with the ordinary voice said.

"yeah blasty said that his area was connected to Midoriya's so he had to go with him but somethings up with him I noticed." the boy with black hair said

"yeah they've been really close while we've been in here which is weird as they normally can't stand each other." said a girl with a blank face

"somethings up with them but shouldn't we try and get our areas ready as well?" asked a boy with spiked hair

"we really should who knows when they could head for the next area." a boy with a wide menacing smile said

The others nodded and started leaving in groups of twos and threes and soon it was just two boys standing there. One with bruises and one with black hair that stood like he'd rather be anywhere else.

"why didn't you go with them?" the bruised one asked

"I wanted to ask you something?" the boy with black hair said

"technically you just did," he responded in a monotone voice

"really dude? Really? Nevermind." the black haired boy turned to walk away

"what did you want to ask." the bruised one asked

"well, you have a thing for Midoriya right?"
The bruised one just stared at the ground

"yeah."

"well do you know what going on with him and Bakugo?"

"no."

"seriously?"

"no clue."

"..."

"you have a thing for Bakugo that's why you're asking right?"

"what do you mean? No, I don't like him."

The bruised boy just stared at the other just watching him

"ok."

And with that, he started walking away to start working on his area

"..."

***************

Elsewhere
The dark hallway echoed with an eerie silence that was only broken by the sound of chains clinking together and a muffled crying sound that couldn't possibly be human.

Eyes stared down this hallway waiting for them to show up all he had to do was set up the door and his area was ready 'should I go help with his area?' the lone boy thought but shook his head Nah ill see it when I visit later with them.
Once they reached the decrepit building they sat down to discuss possible ways of disposing of Sero's darkling. "does anyone have any ideas on what his darkling may appear as?" Aizawa sensei asked and Izuku put his hand up "I think it might have something to do with scissors, possibly." everyone looked at Sero contemplatively "makes sense." someone mumbled "alright we are going to do this safely. So were are going to approach the darkling and have Sero speak with it, see if we can reach a peaceful conclusion."

Their teacher didn't sound convinced but he was trying to be optimistic for them and Izuku looked like he wanted to say something but held himself back. There was a big chance of people dying in here and they were playing around. Other than the teachers who were keeping a very close eye on the more troublesome students like Mineta and the Bakusquad.

Izuku turned towards the building they stood in front of and listened intently. For now, it seemed very quiet, too quiet. "I don't have a good feeling about this." Izuku turned to Aizawa sensei "why?" the teacher asked as Izuku looked through a window that was close to the ground. "its way too quiet in there almost like we're walking into a trap."

Some of the other students started laughing "Sero's not smart enough to lay a trap so his darkling shouldn't be able to either." Izuku knew that that wasn't true he was plenty smart it just took creativity and know how to make a trap. Looking at his teachers he saw them speaking quietly with each other. "alright everyone line up into two lines I want Bakugo, Kirishima, Tokoyami, and Ojiro at the front."

The mentioned boys nod and stand at the front "alright now Midoriya and Todoroki at the back with us." they nodded and Aizawa motioned for them to start moving. Bakugo and Kirishima opened the doors and looked down the main hallway. It seemed to go on all the way through the building but there didn't seem to be any doors that they could see so far as there were only a couple of dim lights hanging from the ceiling.

Aizawa looked to Midoriya and saw that he looked at Sero uneasily. "yeah I'm starting to see what you meant Deku!" Uraraka said nervously as she peered down the daunting hallway. "this does look like an ideal place for a trap." Iida said practically. "that doesn't make me feel better." Izuku
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grumbles making Todoroki chuckle quietly to himself.

They slowly make their way down the hallway steps echoing making them apprehensive. Once they reach what seemed to be the halfway point a noise that sounded like tearing echoed from behind them making some of them jump. Izuku turned to see a doorway about Fifteen feet away from where they stood. "yeah got a reaaaally bad feeling about this..." Ashido cried out.

Izuku slowly moved towards the door and looked into the room. It looked like someone had thrown their photo albums and tore them apart. "hey uh Sero? You might want to come here and look at this." Sero walked over and looked around the room "does any of this look familiar?" Aizawa sensei asked.

Sero leaned down and picked up one of the pictures laying there "yeah this is my family." he showed them a picture of five people, two were elderly grandparents maybe? And possibly his parents? "why would these been thrown around the room?"

Sero looked around and started picking up the pictures "my family moved around a lot for my fathers work until he finally got a permanent position here." Izuku picked up the pictures closest to him. In three different pictures, he could see a younger Sero with different people in each one.

They were kids and they looked happy "these are the friends you made along the way right?" Izuku handed them to Sero who looked miserable. "yeah we exchanged numbers every time I had to leave but they never replied." he trailed off as he continued picking up the pictures.

They all jumped when they heard a voice speak from the doorway "After a while when we got to a new place I stopped talking to the other kids altogether. None of them ever tried to talk to me either after all my quirk wasn't cool enough." they turned to see another Sero but instead of his elbows having the tape canisters they had knives coming out from the elbow joint and his eyes were red.

The class stayed away from the darkling as Aizawa sensei herded Sero towards him. Sero's darkling had sat down near the doorway and just watched them as they talked amongst themselves. "your really quiet, I wasn't expecting that." Ashido said anxiously, and the darkling smiled brightly at her "until I came to UA I didn't really have a reason to smile so I just wanted to make sure that I'm in a good place."

Ashido looked over to Kaminari who she had a small thing for and looked back to the Darkling of her other crush "I think that the people in this room are all trustworthy and that we're all friends." she said firmly with a smile but blinking when the darkling stood up and moved closer to Sero "that's good to hear but I hope you all can forgive me for what I'm about to do." as he said that he
tore a hole in the ground underneath him and dragged Sero down into it.

Ashido and Kaminari yelled when their best friend fell and the hole closed up once he disappeared from sight. The rest of the class stood in shocked silence other than Bakugo and Izuku "why aren't you two concerned?" Kaminari yelled at them and Izuku turned to look blankly at him "why?" he looked at Ashido "cause this is a test for you two if that wasn't made clear."

Aizawa sensei turned to Izuku "why do you think it's a test Midoriya?" the boy sighed and tipped his head back "Sero's darkling said that he didn't really talk much to other's before UA and then immediately latched onto the conversation With you Ashido, clearly meaning that you're important to him." after saying that he walked over to the wall and sat down "I believe that he wants you to prove that you care so yes this is a test for the two of you."

The class stared at Izuku comprehensively "I guess that does make sense." Ashido murmured to Kaminari "Let's go get Hanta." Kaminari grabbed onto Ashido's arm and the ran out of the room. Everyone watched as they left and glanced around nervously "I hope they finally get together." Bakugo said gruffly breaking the awkward silence. All Might spluttered "get together?" Kirishima laughed loudly "yeah man they've been pretty obvious about liking each other but none of them have noticed." he glanced quickly at Bakugo who was staring out of the window.

The class sat in silence waiting for the three to return when they heard a loud scream echo through the building and they all jumped up "wait was it just me or did that sound weird?" Jiro asked she then plugged her ear jacks into the wall and listened intently. "yeah I don't think that was actually Sero screaming cause I can hear them talking." they all sighed in relief. "what are they talking about?" she looked at Mineta "I don't think that its any of your business." she pulled her ear jacks back from the wall.

Yaoyorozu was looking around the room while the other students when she noticed a shadow leaning against the window on the far side of the room but there was clearly no one standing there "hey does anyone see that shadow by the window?" the teachers turned to look and Izuku stood up "yeah wouldn't recommend going near that." Yaoyorozu turned to Izuku "what do you mean Midoriya?" the class turned to the boy.

Izuku shifted "its probably one of my darkling's..." the teachers and Students froze except for one but no one seemed to notice "What do you mean one of your darkling's Young Midoriya?" Izuku walked over to the shadow "I only have two darkling's but this one will follow us around until I deal with the other one." he turned to the teachers "I was unfortunate enough to have been here before that's why I know so much about the Dark Realm."

Aizawa sensei and Yamada sensei shared a look while All Might just looked confused "when and how were you here before?" Izuku sighed "it was a while ago when I was younger but if you die in
this realm your dead self becomes a new darkling and you have to appease it before your original can be appeased," the teachers shared another look "wait so that means that you died in here right? How did you die?"

Izuku looked over to Mineta in disgust "that's something that I really don't want to talk about. Especially not with you." the other students balked at Izuku's rudeness as he was normally very sweet but what Mineta said was inconsiderate. "how long were you in the Dark Realm last time?" Yaoyorozu asked ignoring Mineta crying about Izuku being rude "I was in here for almost two days and I wasn't alone. This realm is not meant for kids and I don't understand why she's been let into a school." the shadow shook while he spoke as if it was angry.

Izuku watched as Mineta moved closer to the window "Mineta I wouldn't do that." Shoji said with his arms folded "why its just a shadow it's not like it can hurt me." green eyes watched as the grape moved closer to that shadow, watching in fascination as the shadows hand reached out from the wall and tried grabbing Mineta but he jumped back in time. "what was that about it just being a shadow?" Izuku asked smirking slightly. Bakugo was laughing his ass off near the other side of the room with Kirishima "it's not funny!" Iida yelled.

Izuku looked at his teachers and they were watching him and Yamada sensei was looking at Bakugo 'I hope they don't say anything.' he looked over to Todoroki who was looking at him with concern. "hey Aizawa sensei do you remember an incident where a warehouse that was housing an experimentation circle and you found a little girl?" the teachers froze "how do you know about that incident?" Aizawa asked furiously.

As he asked this, a figure appeared and this darkling looked nothing like what anyone had expected it was small and looked to be around the age of seven. "that's not possible..." the teacher said as the newly appeared darkling walked over to Bakugo and almost started crying when someone else got close to it "how?"
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As everyone stared at the childlike darkling a hole opened up in the ceiling and Sero fell out of it. "owww.." he sat up and looked around "h-hey guys.." he laughed anxiously and Izuku walked over "hey did Ashido and Kaminari find you? His head snapped up "what do you mean did they find me? Are they not here with you guys?" he looked around the room and when he couldn't find them he stood up.

Izuku hoped that the two were ok as it seemed Sero's darkling didn't tell him of its plan. "they left to find you after your darkling took you." Sero gasped "shit.." and took off, Izuku was kind of confused... "should we... Should we follow him?" Yaoyorozu asked timidly

The class looked at their teachers who shared a look "yes let's follow him." Aizawa sensei said and the class slowly filed out of the room with the creepy shadow darkling following them "hey Midoriya how long is the shadow going to follow us and what's up with the small child darkling that kinda looks like you but is all white?"

Bakugo snorted "that shadow will follow us until he gets to his other darkling and this one here actually doesn't look like Deku it looks like me when I was younger. Well other than the hair, I never had curly hair." this made the class look at the darkling closely. It had been hiding its face so they couldn't tell but when it looked up they could slightly see what he meant.

Izuku sighed "the reason its white is because its actually two or possibly more, Darklings fused together. That's the reason why it has curly hair." Izuku looked at Bakugo and shook his head "who's darkling is it fused with?" Mineta asked "no clue." Izuku said shortly and walked away with Todoroki beside him.
The class watched Midoriya with confusion, he seemed to be upset but they couldn't figure out why. After walking for a while, they hadn't found where Sero went yet so Aizawa sensei decided that they should go back to the room.

When they reached the room they found Sero's darkling sitting in the room humming to himself. "where are they?" Izuku asked curiously "oh Sero's running around like a chicken with its head cut off and those two are tied to the ceiling somewhere and I'm not telling you where," he smirked, "wasn't going to ask."

Izuku just walked over to the wall and sat down the class watching his movements "why aren't you going to ask?" Uraraka asked angrily "Because. It's. A. Test." he looked around to all of his classmates and then looked to the window without saying anything further.

The shadow moved across the wall until it was beside where Midoriya was sitting "how are you able to be in the wall?" he asked it "is it because we're away from him?" a gargled laughter rang out through the room "NevEr aWAy fRoM HIM." a clawed hand reached out from the shadow and was placed on the ground.

The class backed away from the wall to the other side of the room and Sero's darkling watched in amusement as they did so. "why do you try to run from it are you afraid of what your classmate is hiding from you?" the darkling cackled.

The class shifted "yes!" Mineta yelled "his darkling tried to kill me!" the shadow moved as if to look at the grape "I dID nO sUcH ThiNg, juSt TooK a SwiPe at YoU." the shadow said and more garbled laughter echoed throughout the room. "seriously though how are you able to use that quirk?"

The hand dragged across the floor closer to the wall. "KamInAri hElpED uS." Izuku blinked "how?" a second hand reached out from the shadow. "hE uSed HiS eLectRiciTy tO sHocK tHE sEnsORs." that... That actually made a lot of sense but their Kaminari wouldn't have that kind of precision just yet.

As he was lost in his thoughts the class watched as the childlike darkling walked over to the shadow, sat down and just stared at it. "umm should we move it from there?" Bakugo snorted "nah the fucking thing's fine." the teachers looked over at him and saw that he was watching the interaction between Darklings closely but curiously.
The girls were sitting around talking when Uraraka looked up at the teachers "Aizawa sensei? How long have we been in here for?" Aizawa sensei looked confused "I can answer that!" Izuku chirped "time flows differently in here, so five minutes equals an hour. We dropped into the realm at nine and the clock there says that it's noon."

The class turned to look at the clock that they hadn't noticed until now "so we've been in here for only fifteen minutes..." Izuku nodded "how long was this class again?" Hagakure asked Aizawa sensei and Yamada sensei shared a look and All Might looked despairingly at them "it's an all day class..." Aizawa sensei explained "so we're going to be in here for at least 80 hours? Or three days and eight hours if you prefer."

Class 1-A looked around at each other stunned, they had to spend three days in this creepy realm. "hey guys just a heads up but there's an odd thumping sound coming from the ceiling and it's getting closer." Jiro said looking up. A hole opened up in the ceiling and Kaminari and Ashido fell out dangling from tape that came from the hole.

Sero dropped down from the hole and let the two down gently. "soo... How'd it go?" Uraraka asked "umm well I don't really know where my darkling went?" the class deadpanned "are you serious tape arms?" Katsuki asked annoyed "last time we saw him he threw us down that hole, ran and Sero jumped in after us to catch us." Ashido said defending him.

Aizawa walked over "what about you two what happened when you were with the darkling?" the two looked at each other "we'll talk to Sero about that later Aizawa Sensei." they looked at Sero and smiled slightly but something in their smiles made Sero relax and as he did, a pure white glitter fell through the hole in the ceiling and blew over Sero.

Izuku stood up and smiled "well Congratulations on overcoming your darkling Sero!" this made the class cheer "that's what that powder was?" Mineta asked "yeah white symbolized that they were appeased black means you either failed or killed your darkling..." Aizawa looked over to Izuku "what happens if you kill your darkling?"

While no one was watching a smirk appeared, the only one to notice was Izuku "if you kill your darkling you'll end up dying somehow and probably very brutally. So everyone needs to be very careful." Aizawa nodded and shared another look with the other teachers "well let's give you three time to rest and we'll move on to the next darkling."
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